where in turn T is the solution of an equation
1. GENERAL PROCEDURE Let X be a non-degenerate random variable with dJ. F on [0,00) and with Laplace transform 2.
(1)
We always assume that L(s) exists in an open neighbourhood of the origin; let -(j be the abscissa of convergence of L(s) and put I = (-0",00) or I = [-0",00) according to the case where L(s) converges at -0" or not respectively. The function L(.) is arbitrarily many times differentiable in the interior of I and since X~0 it is a decreasing convex function on I. Let int I be the interior of I.
Many applications are concerned with compound distributions for which an approximation is needed. This approximation contains ingredients such as L(s) and derivatives at a point s = T where T is a proper solutIon of an equation involving in turn L(s) and/or some of its derivatives. Saddle-point type approximations for nonnegative LV.-S provide a good general example.
In practical situations one often doesn't know the precise form of L( .); one only has a sample version L n (·) based on a sample of independent observations Xl'X 2 "",X n of X. Hence e·
1 n -sX. An adaption of the proof of the Proposition in Csorgo (1982) easily yields the following auxiliary result, where L(k) is the k-th derivative of L, k = 0,1,2,.... A more elaborate analysis, based on the defining relation for 'T and 'Tn' will provide us with a limit in distribution for Jii('Tn -'T). The limit in distributionwhenever it exists -wi.ll depend on the limits in distribution of some auxiliary r.v.'s that we introduce here for later reference.
L (s)
For any s E int I we define 3.
(3)
,n .;n j=l J -e Then it follows from the central limit theorem that where~denotes convergence in distribution and (6) -s X.
-sX.
-s (j)X. e n J = e J -(s _ s)X.e n J n J introduces random quantities sn(j) satisfying the inequalities (7) We will use the following abbreviations
,n n n j=1 e·· where sn(j) is determined by (6) and (7).
Combining a strong law of large numbers with proposition 1 we obtain a useful result.
Proposition 3. Let s e int Ij let sn~s almost surely. Then for any bounded k e IN almost surely as n~00
For easy reference we quote some Slutsky-type results (Serfling (1980, p. 19» , where c is a constant.
-e We now apply the above procedure to a number of specific examples. After shortly introducing the example we then give subsequently (i) general observations concerning the solution r (ii) the asymptotic behaviour of m(rn -r) (iii) the asymptotic behaviour of the estimator for the required approximation.
We always assume u> 0, and 2r E int I whenever necessary. It has been known for a long time that under our assumptions on L(s); i.e. u> 0, the tail pry > y] has a gamma type approximation. See Beekman (1974, p.66) . In Teugels (1985) and Embrechts e.a. (1985) it is shown that more precisely 5.
COMPOUND PASCAL DISTRIBUTION
(9) TY r r-l pry > y] tv e P y , y _ 00
where L( r) =~. See also Sundt (1982) .
(i) First note that as q < 1, r < O. To have a proper solution within int I we need L(-u) >~.
(ii) \Ve will estimate T by solving L n (Tn) =~. Now Tn~T a.so Furthermore n -T X. X _ E (en J _ E(e-T » j=l and by (6) and (7) n -TX.
j=l n j=1
Hence 6.
(10)
The quantity 1 can be consistently estimated by in view of proposition 3; hence almost surely 1 n~1 -With t denoting the standard normal distribution function, let za/2 be the percentile point for which t(za/2) =1 -~, 0 < a < 1. Then by the above construction we get an asymptotic confidence interval for T if 2r E int I : 
where
n n n n t=O n n r-l
by relying on (6). Hence by (3) and (8) e-
Combination of (13), (14) and (15) 
where (18) yL{r) + L'{r) = O.
(i) The complete monotonicity of L implies that +i s decreasing for s > -(1. Hence
Hence we restrict attention in (17) to y > IJ..
(ii) We estimate r by solving yL n {r n) + L~{ Tn) = O. Now, as before r n .... r a.s..
By (6) and a little algebra we obtain e-
-e
• where As before a consistent estimator for ' Yi and an asymptotic confidence interval for r can be constructed.
n (iii) We estimate the Chernoff bound C := eryL( r) by the sample statistic rny C n := e Ln(r n ). As in (11) using (12) 
THE CLASSICAL RUIN PROBLEM
Assume that F is the distribution of claim sizes {Xili with EX = JL in an insurance context where claims arrive according to a Poisson' process {N(t),t~O} with intensity.>t. Starting with initial reserve x~0 and~ith incoming payments in the time interval [O,t] equal to t, the company accumulates the risk reserve
The probability of non-ruin with initial reserve x is then W(x) := P{i n f yet) > O} . 
where Fis the equilibrium distribution corresponding to F, i.e.
The famous Lundberg-Cramer ruin estimate is given by
where L(r) = Ii.
-W(x)
N 1~P e 1X , x .... m plrIIL'(r)1 (i) Note first that r < 0 since P < Ij the existence of r clearly depends on the condition
; then h' (s) = sL"(s) which is negative for s < o. Hence for r < 0,
where we used L( r) = por L( r) = 1 -X . 
where (24)~-
->.t1. P{X(t»y}",e e -e ,y-+oo
It is clear that we require y > JL>.t to obtain r < o. We also write z = y/(>.t) for brevity.
(ii) Again r n is estimated by the solution of L~(rn) = -z. As before
"2 n\rr n , ,rr)
,n n • • ..
I7"(TJ To evaluate the accuracy of (25) in itself is an important but hard problem. In some cases the proof of (25) is easy, like in the Chernoff bounds; however more typically the proof depends on deep theorems from the theory of stochastic processes or on intricate procedures from asymptotic analysis. Hence a second order term or even a series expansion would be desirable. Let us remark that for the compound P6lya and for the compound Poisson case, second and higher order terms are available in Embrechts, Jensen e.a. (1985) .
A systematic study of the accuracy of the empirical version I{Jn in evaluating I{J is an entirely different issue, depending heavily upon simulation studies. As a simple test case we evaluated the Chernoff bound for the exponential distribution with mean 1.
Then L(s) = (I+Sr I ; given y > I, T = y-I_I and C = e TY L(T) = y e Iy ; also I = (-I,m).
After substantial simulation we could only conclude that the problem is far from trivial. For small y-values the accuracy was always found to be sufficient even though we encountered systematic bias; for large values of y however the accuracy is far less satisfying.
Here are some of our temporary conclusions: sample values Xl'X 2 ,.",X n ; in all our formulae however we use the extrapolated values of Ln(s) for s < 0; moreover the latter function is entire for every n while L(s)
has a singularity at (J < O.
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